Both in the edition of the Alalakh tablets by Wiseman and in his supplementary copies, the rather difficult text Al.T. *98d remained unpublished. 1 This document was described (The Alalakh Tablets, 56) as a "Part of a contract of sale" in which "Åamåi-Adu(IM) buys something (lost) from Ammu-Adu, son of Niqmi-Adu of Airraåe for 100+ (shekels) of silver at its full value. Penalty clause broken. The name of only one (Eaeliadu) out of 8 witnesses remains."
During a recent visit to The British Museum, 2 I was able to collate the tablet 3 and the results of my study are presented here in transliteration, comments, translation, and handcopy. Only the first eighteen lines on the obverse are well preserved. The remainder of the tablet is badly damaged; only a few traces remain of the penalty clause as well as the traces of the names of the first two witnesses.
Al.T. *98d
Obv. 1.
[1] IKU DÙ GIÅ.GEÅTIN 1 ME 4? ÅÀ.GAL UZ.MUÅEN UDU.
(several lines lost) Rev.
[
[ Line 2: The sign ME at the beginning and UZ.MUÅEN at the end of the line are still recognizable. After ME only very faint traces remain. By comparing UZ.MUÅEN with the formula: ÅÀ.GAL UZ.MUÅEN in the ration lists from Alalakh VII *251:6,10,15,26 and *264:11, 10 we can surely read the line as suggested above. In close connection with this is the expression: ÅÀ.GAL MUÅEN.AEI.A ú-sí (*261:7; *273:4). 11 For Akkadian "su (UZ.MUÅEN), "duck," see Borger, ABZ, 372; AHw 1438b.
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Line 3: A reading UDU for the first sign seems to me the most likely. On the other hand, the sign UGU, although rather damaged, is still recognizable. According to this formula, it appears that the entire property is understood to be charged to or on account of Ammu-Ada as landowner.
Line 4: The Akkado-Hurrian occupational name LÚ oeΩºid-aee, "hunter," is also documented in *206:14. The Akkadian form: LÚ oeΩºidu occurs in *247:5. 13 Line 5: The city of Airraåe is frequently attested in the Alalakh VII texts. 14 Line 6: Although the beginning is quite damaged, one might consider a restoration -ma after the ki-sign. In the expression: kÏma ibaåå", (see, for example, ki-ma KAR ibaåå", "as the market value is," VAS 16, 98:10 15 ) it remains unclear whether kÏma could be interpreted either as a conjunction, in the sense of "as," "concerning," 16 or as a preposition "corresponding/according to." 17 The verbal form ibaåå", "they are"/"it is," could refer presumably to the existing property, i.e. the vineyard and foodstuff sold within. 18 Line 7: Since the beginning is quite damaged, we can only suggest a tentative reading with all reservations. The phrase might function as an apposition of the preceding line: åu-ma (third sing. masc. anaphoric pronoun åu 19 plus the enclitic emphatic particle -ma 20 ), could draw emphatic attention to a possible following subject:
21 lar", "branch" and nearly related concepts; 22 
ma-az-zaa[z] could refer to lar" as a nominal predicative.
Except for *28:20 and *36:6, the OB Alalakh texts regularly attest mazzazΩnu "pledge," "security," and mazzazΩn"tu, "state of being a pledge," after the preposition ana. 23 It is not clear whether Rev.27'), is not so clear because it can be interpreted as an abbreviation of the Hurrian spelling Bentam-muåuni attested in other sources. Line 10: As already stated, according to *63 presumably the same Samsi-Adu buys 2 iku of vineyard at Airrase. He is also mentioned in *96:7, in which Sumunnabi acquires the city of Airraåe respecting the property of Samsi-Adu (ana epiri åa µSamsi-∂IM "l ittiq). 28 Since both texts are dated to the reign of Niqmepuh of Yamhad, *98d can safely be dated to this same phase.
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Line 11: The sum of 160 shekels of silver parallels that of another vineyard in *62, 30 possibly in the district of Alalakh, which costed 100 shekels of silver plus minor goods. The number of iku sold in the present text remains however unclear. In the already mentioned text *63, 31 Samsi-Adu acquires for 20 shekels of silver 2 iku of vineyard also at Airraåe. 32 As in *63 and *64, the price of the vineyard in *98d consists of the quoted sum of silver. In comparison with that amount, the price of a village or a city was usually much higher. The city of Iburiya (*52), for instance, costed 1000 
